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ERGO SOLAR ENERGY
PROJECT: LET THE SUN SHINE!

Over the past several months we
have provided stakeholders with
some insight into our plans to achieve
a greater level of independence for
our Ergo operation to the east of
Johannesburg from South Africa’s
troubled power utility, Eskom –
without damaging our longstanding
relationship with Eskom – by installing
solar power infrastructure.
This Hot Button feature is intended to provide
stakeholders a quick-to-absorb overview of what
we have put in track, why, and what benefits we
expect will flow over time.
Currently the Ergo processing plant electrical
demand peaks at 18MVa and the Brakpan
Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) at 8MVa. Ergo
operates 24-7-365 and the plant receives
power at 6.6KV via Eskom’s 88KV Vlakfontein
distribution. The TSF receives power at 11KV via
Eskom’s 88KV Mapleton distribution.
We have had a constructive working relationship
with Eskom for many years and do not believe
it is in the interests of either party to jeopardise
this. The two parties, between them, worked out
and have been applying for some time, largely
workable means of minimising the impact of
load shedding on both Ergo’s operations and the
national grid.
A key characteristic of our renewable energy
solution for Ergo is continued co-operation in
respect of power management.
Phase 1 of the Ergo solar energy project will
comprise the construction of a 20MW solar
farm on Ergo-owned land, equidistant between
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the Ergo plant and the Brakpan TSF,
some 10km to the south-west. It also
includes the upgrading to 88kV of the
current power line from Eskom to the
Eskom substation at the Brakpan TSF.
The intention is to provide the Ergo plant
with its required power, via a new 22kV
overhead line from the Brakpan TSF
substation as well as the new solar farm.
Excess power generated from the new
solar farm can be fed to the Brakpan TSF
via a second new 22kV overhead line.
The solar farm will be a facility of some
proportion, comprising 701 strings,
connecting 42 084 panels and 60
converters to produce the 20MW power.
These panels were specifically selected
for their hail resistance, since the Ergo
footprint sits squarely in a summer
rainfall “hail belt”.
The plan is for the solar farm to deliver
clean, green power into Ergo’s total power
needs on an on-going basis from around
April 2023. Cost savings, for so long as

the sun shines, will be an enormous
advantage, besides a reduction in Ergo’s
carbon footprint.
Phase 2 of the Ergo renewable energy
project, expected to be completed by
November 2023, will comprise a “BESS”
– a battery energy storage system.
Ergo’s BESS, similarly located on Ergoowned land, equidistant between the
operation’s plant and TSF, will comprise
a lithium battery-based solution, capable
of providing up to 100MW of power to
both the plant and TSF. In addition, Phase
2 will accommodate another solar farm,
double the size of the Phase 1 solar farm,
capable of generating an additional 40MW
of power – so long as the sun shines.
Anyone with any knowledge of South
Africa’s Gauteng province’s weather
patterns will know that the sun shines
almost the whole year round. But there
are the “off” days, weeks even – winter
and summer – when it doesn’t.

WHAT THEN?
That’s where the upgraded feed to
88kV from Eskom’s substation at
Ergo’s TSF will kick in. Eskom power,
for so long as it is needed, will ensure
that the Ergo plant’s “wheels” keep
turning.

The total cost of Ergo’s solar solution
will be just south of R2 billion.
DRDGOLD will fund some R587 million
of that itself from cash reserves, and is
already working with various financial
institutions to secure the balance in
the form of “green financing”. This,
essentially, is financing that offers
incentives and rewards to borrowers
that meet agreed targets, resulting in
environmental benefits.
While Ergo moves determinedly to
its renewable energy solution, what
about DRDGOLD’s other operation,
Far West Gold Recoveries (FWGR)?
Given the 51% ownership of
DRDGOLD by Sibanye-Stillwater, and
the geographical proximity of FWGR
to Sibanye-Stillwater’s deep-level gold
mining operations on the far west
extremity of the Witwatersrand Basin,
the current plan is to “plug” FWGR
into the macro renewable energy
plans of Sibanye-Stillwater.

More about that in
a future Hot Button
feature.
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